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PEACE FANTASY
A Peace Preservation Plan
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THE ATLANTIC CHARTER
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In America we believe that after the war we shall be able to
establish a world-order as outlined in the Atlantic Charter. This
document, which emerged from a meeting held somewhere in
the Atlantic between President Roosevelt and Prime Minister
Churchill in August 1941, is brief and to the point. Quoted therefrom are the following principles underlying a future peaceful
relationship between nations:

Point 3 (in part) : "They (The United States and
Great Britain) respect the right of all peoples to choose
" ..... the story is dedicated to all

those who sorrow and live in the

hope that today's great suffering
holds promise of abundant peace for
tomorrow."-- [page 4 ]

the form of government under which they will live;"

Point 4 (in full) : "They will endeavor, with due
respect for their existing obligations, to further the enjoyment by all states, great or small, victor or vanquished, of access, on equal terms, to the trade and to the

raw materials of the world which are needed for their
economic prosperity."

Point 7 (in full) : "Such a peace should enable all
men to traverse the high seas and oceans without hinderance."

Anyone accustomed to think in terms of world commerce

knows how far we strayed from these principles in prewar days.
He realizes the great value of the Charter and regrets only that
its doctrines were not applied to the peace made at Versailles. One
who knows nothing about world trade subscribes to the Charter
because he understands that its precepts are diametrically opposed
MANUFACTURED IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

to the purposes of our enemies.
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Indeed the Atlantic Charter embodies an idealism in international relationships such as the world has never heretofore

would be ,sufficiently enlightening. The story contains such
paragraphs.

visualized. The very loftiness of its purpose gives it the qualities of

In any brief treatise on a proposed peace plan you would

all things great and good, namely simplicity, practicability, and

weigh every word. No language involving the technique of over-

permanence. Some individuals feel this by intuition and have no

seas trade would confuse you. You would draw your own con-

doubt that we shall adhere to the Charter and establish permanent

clusions and present them to a few of your friends who like

world peace. Others reason that any form of idealism has no

yourself are among the highly initiated.

greater value than its practicability. Their faith in the Charter

Provided you and your friends considered the plan feasible,

would be greatly enhanced if they could visualize a plan to make

there would have been added to the small number of people who

its ideals effective. This story is written for just such people.

have a thorough knowledge of international affairs a handful of

A STORY AND A PLAN

men and women with new faith in the Charter. This would be
worthwhile, and yet would have its limitations.

There must be more than one way of establishing a worldorder which will bring harmony and happiness to mankind. Not
that we should in any detail depart from the Atlantic Charter;
on the contrary, we cannot adhere to it too closely. But a question

so broad as the one of World Peace should have more than one
solution. There should be different peace plans.
This is a story about an American Statesman who presents

[TO THE UNINITIATED]
In a democracy not the viewpoint of a few but the conviction
of many rules. This accounts for the retarded actions of democracies. It takes time to convince the masses. And it will take

time to convince them of the practicability of the ideals set forth
in the Atlantic Charter. Its high purpose and promise will provide
ample inspiration during the days of combat and then peace will

one such plan.

The story is entirely imaginary and will accomplish its purpose provided the reader grasps the plan and believes it to be
practical. Then there shall have been added one more soul to the
ranks of those who have unlimited faith in the Charter.

come. Then the promise must be fulfilled in our own democratic
way which must be understood by many. Therefore it does not
make a great deal of difference how a peace plan is presented,-in the form of a story or in any other way, as long as it is under-

standable to a great majority of the people. Certainly no plan

[TO THE INITIATED]

can be presented too soon.

If you are a student of world economics or have made inter-

The story is intended to make interesting reading to the

national trade your livelihood you do not expect a peace plan to

uninitiated. By giving it a touch of drama obvious repetitions

be presented to you as a story about a statesman or about any other

necessary in presenting so broad a subject have been obliterated.

personality. A few terse paragraphs m the simpler the better N

Notwithstanding these repetitions, a few paragraphs will bear re-
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reading by those who really desire to grasp a mind picture of a
future harmonious world-order.

such as mankind had never before experienced. Gratitude that
the slaughter had ceased, gratitude that the hunger would soon be
stilled, gratitude for the dawn of a new world-hope.

In this spirit the story is dedicated to all those who
sorrow and live in the hope that today's great suffering
holds promise of abundant peace for tomorrow.

WASHINGTON PEACE CONFERENCE
The armistice set into motion immediately the agencies for
relief and was followed promptly by the Washington Peace Con-

HUMANITY CHASTENED

ference. And here from the far corners of the blood-soaked earth

came humbled men. Men who in their homelands had seen the
Span the gulf of unmeasured time and imagine a period
immediately following today's global war.
Humanity, like the prodigal son, after spoiling its birthright
of plenty and having undergone untold hardship and suffering,
has returned to its senses. All nations have suffered, some more
than others- some infinitely more. But the stark realities of

want and sorrow have left an indelible imprint everywhere. Selfishness, inconsiderate thinking and acting have been trampled
underfoot by the legions of war, and out of the mire and bloodshed
has sprung forth a compassionate desire for understanding among
men. The sword of murderous aggression and the gold of un-

warranted complacency alike have been reduced to ashes in the
crucible of exhausting effort.
When devastation on land and at sea, and hunger and want

covering two-thirds of the globe had reached its zenith, an
armistice was declared. An armistice quite as sudden and unex-

pected, but very different from the one in November 1918. An
armistice without hilarity, without washtubs tied to automobiles,
without mobs shouting drunkenly in a desire to forget what they
never understood -- War. This armistice brought about by ex-

haustion and desperation sent over the earth a wave of gratitude
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eyes of loved ones bulging with terror over the destruction of
exploding bombshells and flames. Men with vivid memories of
comrades, filthy beyond recognition, weary beyond death, left
behind on a dozen battle fields. Leaders among men, daring in
their conceptions, courageous in their actions, unflinching in their
purpose to "establish" and not "negotiate" a world peace.

Singularly significant throughout the war, in the United
States of America, a sense of hatred had never dominated the

actions of either the military or the administrative heads of the
government. Therefore when the Peace Conference was called
in Washington, old hatreds -- the damnable seeds for new wars
were soon cast aside.

Early in the discussions it was argued that nationalism, akin
to individualism, cannot be wiped out; cannot be forcibly moulded
into any pattern; cannot be dwarfed nor inflated. So nationalism,
not only as an irrepressible mass desideratum, but as one of the

underlying principles of individual selfrespect received a great
impulse. The Philippines came into prominence as an example of
progress and achievement possible by a people whose nationalistic
aspirations had received encouragement. Morever, had not the

stipulations of the Atlantic Charter supplied the motive power
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as well as the purpose behind the great efforts of the Allied
Nations? Had not the Atlantic Charter above all other documents
encouraged subject peoples to seek to establish their sovereign

nots" among nations arose again and no one quite knew to what
extent the greatly heralded prospect of International Peace was
threatened with complete failure.
Wisely the American representatives at the Peace Conference

rights?
Great promise, great joy and jubilation marked the opening
of the Conference for World Peace; and yet within a short time
strong men became discouraged. Some were alarmed at the widespread desire of small units for separate self-government as they

had kept themselves rather aloof from the deliberations. They
were also deeply concerned over the trend of affairs. Yet they

played the role of hosts and kept hope and faith alive that their
guests would accomplish tangible results so dear to the practical
American mind.

appraised the chances for peace among so many. Others, more

A GALA OCCASION

economically minded, viewed with distrust the newly proposed
boundaries and the threatening impediment to the flow of com-

As hopes faded, as patient men hung their heads and impatient

merce across new borders. Was it not advisable to encourage the

ones wrangled, the time arrived for a great occasion. The head

formation of large nations and run the risk of their building great

of the American Delegation was to address the Conference.

armies and navies in violation of treaties? Was not the maintenance

Elaborate preparations were made and the large assembly hall of

of armaments a necessary means of giving employment? Need

the Conference was filled to capacity with men from all corners

weapons always imply aggression? These were pertinent and

of the earth. To many the display of grandeur and splendor

unanswerable questions.

presented an overwhelming contrast to the starvation and suffer-

INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

ing left behind in their homelands. In due time colored films of
the scene were carried to the remotest towns to give to countless

The lofty idealism of a proposed International Court of
Justice buoyed up for a time the hopeful spirit of the Conference.
No doubt such a Court would have great persuasive influence
among nations. But could it function with speed in an emergency?

Would its members be appointed in a manner which would make
them more than mere servants of political or financial groups

within nations? Granting that its decisions would always be
just, how would or could the Court enforce its mandates? As the
discussions centered on the question of international armies and

navies to supply the League or Court with power, the costs of such

millions the opportunity to view the spectacle with awe and inspiration.
As the American Statesman rose to address the audience, his
confident manner allayed scepticism. In easy flowing terms he

eulogized the conditions of the Atlantic Charter to which the
Conference was committed. He gave a realistic account of the
faltering attempts of men throughout the ages to rule themselves
under their own national banners, free to choose any form of

government compatible with their own ideals. He emphasized
his conviction that the Conference would bring about an en-

armaments had to be considered. The cry of "haves" and "have-
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lightened world-order under which there would be found in each

waters and under these wide skies. Then they shall never again

nation a form of government chosen by the people of such nation.

separate but shall henceforth always unite us."

CONTROL OF INTER-NATIONAL SEA

AND AIRLANES

He went on to say that it was his carefully weighed opinion
that land boundaries would adjust themselves in the course of
time, especially through the helpful mediation of an International

Then he turned his thoughts to the sea and airlanes. He
pointed out the abundant reference in the Atlantic Charter to
the "enjoyment by all states to the trade and the raw materials

Court of Justice. There might be serious disputes but they would
remain localized. There might even be armed disputes on land,
but they would never again spread like a cancer over the entire

of the world" which must be carried over these lanes. He dwelt

globe provided the sealanes, internationally held and controlled,

on the guarantee in the Charter to "enable all men to traverse the

remained undisturbed by conflict.

high seas and oceans without hindrance," and gave it as his

In a statesman-like manner he explained the ever growing

conviction that under a new world-order there would be found

interdependence of nations. He described the damaging economic

no choice of freedom on the part of any national to roam the

consequences to any nation finding its commerce barred from the

international sea and airlanes at will, with armed merchantmen

sea lanes as a disciplinary measure to prevent or stop uncalled-for

or planes, with an unlimited or a limited battle fleet.

aggression by land towards a neighbor. Going into greater detail

His listeners who had so far in their deliberations concerned
themselves principally with their land boundary disputes, eagerly
followed the Speaker's references to the sea as he continued:

he unfolded his plan:

ONE SINGLE
OCEAN TRANSPORT CORPORATION

"I love the land which gave me the light of life and, if such a

"I propose that each nation possessing ships and sea planes,

thing is possible, I have greater love still for the sea,mfor the

whether built for commerce or for combat, turn this equipment

oceans which link this land of mine to the brotherhood of nations

over to one large corporation, and henceforth assign to this single

before which I stand. I therefore follow but a natural inclination

enterprise the sole right to carry the nation's commerce on the

when I turn your thoughts to the vast expanse of ocean and sky

inter-national water and air routes of the world. I propose that

which separate our homes. And if we are here gathered to unite

in exchange for such equipment this large international transport

these homes, if we are here gathered to see to it that the ties

corporation issue its own paper currency and agree to accept this

welding us into one grand brotherhood shall never again be broken

currency for the services it renders." This last phase of the proposal

by the shameful aggression of war, then we have but one task.

was most timely because already some of the alert thinkers in the

One simple task to which we can apply our hearts and minds with

Assembly had visualized a stock corporation issuing stock cer-

directness of purpose. We can control the traffic on these wide

tificates in exchange for a fleet, the control of the enterprise passing
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into the hands of those contributing the largest share of equip-

small, access on equal terms to the trade and raw materials of the

ment. That the speaker had in mind no such selfish purpose and

world." (Point 4 of the Charter) Equal terms at least in the

contrariwise had due regard for the aspirations of all nationals

matter of transportation cost and services.

was made clear by his subsequent remarks:

DIRECTORS OF THE ENTERPRISE

INTERNATIONAL PERSONNEL

Finally, on the subject of policy and management he said:

"I propose that the great sea and air armada so constituted

"Place the directorate of the Corporation in the hands of men

be manned from the lowest post to the highest by men of all
nationalities, possessing besides the needed technical qualifications,
the spirit to work together as true internationalists." The Speaker

suggested that academies be established in different parts of the
world to prepare young men of all nationalities by a system of
uniform education and training to serve the great fleet. These
youths were to be selected annually by their national governments

to enter upon their studies. Adopting a method of allocation
based on the total amounts paid during the preceeding year for
services rendered by the Corporation on traffic to and from the
ports of each nation, all nations, according to their economic
importance, would acquire numerical representation on the Copporation's staff.

He gave it as his conviction that it would be possible to find
men of many nationalities who would immediately apply themselves to the services of the Corporation in a spirit of inter-

chosen from within and by ballot of the high-ranking personnel

!

of the Corporation itself and you will perpetuate an organization
to which all nations may bow with equal respect. This I mean
literally because this directorate having received its sanction from
yourselves, from the representatives of all nations on earth, shall
have authority and power transcending that of any one nation.

In my mind's eye I can see this small body of eminent men sitting
in judgement on matters now baffling presidents and prime ministers. I can see them speed to the rescue of a nation in distress and

with equal rapidity destroy the cobra-head of any nation which
might dare coil itself to strike at a peaceful neighbor."
A wave of encouragement was sweeping through the entire

assembly. New hope dawned. Men of all races were drinking at a
common fountain of inspiration. The birth of a true Internationalism was in progress and it was clear that the speaker was

loathe to depart from the subject of men to that of equipment.

nationalism such as the system of training outlined was bound to
perpetuate. He sketched in brief outline the responsibilities of

IMPORTANT DETAILS

these men in the technical ranks of the fleet as well as in the

Concerning the participation of all nations in the construc-

administrative branches and placed great confidence in those who

tion of ships and planes to serve the Corporation's future needs the

would direct the Corporation's activities in the many world ports.

speaker reported that he had received different suggestions, all

Confidence above all in their character so that, breaking away

equally impartial. He assured his listeners that an adequate manner

from national selfishness, they would give to "all states great and

of allocating future construction contracts could be found and did

[10]
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not take time to go into details. He likewise assured them that the

even during the applause newspapermen left their seats to cable

currency issued by the Corporation to cover its current expenses

this portion of the address to their offices at home. It took some

and to purchase new equipment would have a stable value in all

minutes before the Speaker could close his oratorical speech in

world markets, and continued:

the following words:

"Let me make it unmistakably clear that I have proposed

THE BLUE CROSS

the formation of an enterprise constituted for inter-national

service, devoid of any stain of seeking national or individual enrichment. For whereas it is true that this Corporation would
demand payment in its own currency for all services rendered, it
is equally true that it would use such currency to acquire only
two things, namely, 'men' and 'equipment' ;--men of the character I have already described, and equipment,--transportation
equipment more modern than you and I have yet dreamed of;
and fighting equipment,--equipment to punish piracy large
and small, to lay siege to the ports of any aggressor. Never again

shall the cry arise of who shall be greatest. There shall be but one

"Gentlemen of this great Conference for World Peace, if
you are willing to follow the road to international order and
harmony as I have presented it in brief outline, there rests upon
you an obligation which you can promptly undertake and which
you alone can fulfill. Grant a charter to this great inter-oceanic

enterprise. Grant a charter that this flag being unfurled behind
me may henceforth fly alone and supreme on all seas. Grant a

charter embodying your highest ideals of international goodwill
and peace, the ideals of the Atlantic Charter and you will make
them a reality. So help us Almighty God."

'greatest,' but one power at sea, but one banner, but one and only

authority. Some of us shall have to sacrifice, shall have to bow
before an authority which heretofore we have considered our own

only at the cost of bloodshed, turmoil and strife. And in the light
of our past sufferings shall we not do so gladly?"

TAX RELIEF
"Need I say, need I stoop to the conventional subject of taxa-

tion, to bring you to realize that by adopting my proposal you

During the closing sentences of the address there was unfurled
slowly behind the rostum a large banner of white silk, centered by
a cross in skyblue. The Speaker's words were taken up by the
roll of a great organ m

°°Mighty God, the First, the Last,
What are ages in Thy sight
But as yesterday when past,
Or a watch within the night?"

shall have lifted from the shoulders of your countrymen and of
mine the great burden of building and maintaining competitive
naval armaments?"

Men in deep silence hung their heads, not in despair this time,
but in reverence to a new-born hope.

The subsequent roar of applause was very unconventional

The spell of gloom which had befallen the Peace Conference

indeed. The mentioning of taxation brought no small climax and

had been broken. The newspapers in every city of the world gave

[12]
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free play to their imagination. Everywhere the BLUE CROSS
became the topic of conversation and before long a committee

rather apply themselves wholeheartedly to the land of their
adoption?

was at work named by the Peace Conference to prepare the charter

Clearly the Blue Cross once established would exercise conand draw the by-laws of the Blue Cross Corporation.

siderable influence in bringing about a fair distribution of gain

IMPERIALISM SUBSIDES
The vision of promised security for the sea lanes and of
impartial treatment in the matter of freight rates the world over,
made the delegates to the Conference more amenable to an adjustment of their differences concerning land boundaries.
Some groups who before had been most insistent on separate

between producer and consumer on two sides of an ocean. The
prewar system of combined consumer and transportation interest

had done much to raise the cry of "imperialist" by the producer
of raw material. His country had remained backward and poor.

He had borne the brunt of destructive competition in world
markets among manufacturers consuming his raw material.

sovereignties saw some advantage in consolidating their interests

Would not the Blue Cross temper competition by a better distribu-

in order to acquire a more worthwhile representation in the ranks

tion of the world's goods and thereby guarantee the producing

and possibly in the management of the Blue Cross. Others who

countries better treatment?

had opposed the disintegration of empires saw the wisdom of

INTERNATIONAL BANK

tempering their opposition when they realized that the Blue Cross
Corporation would have more power than their national govern-

Some of the members of the group studying this particular

ments had ever possessed to make their foreign investments secure.

phase had felt that an international bank was the logical means

To them economy and fair treatment in the matter of freight

of bringing about better distribution of manufactured products

rates, without the need of dependence upon their own national

thus lessening destructive world competition. But after the ex-

shipping, loomed large in favorably appraising the plan.

perience of the war, arguments which put the power of money

A curious change in ideology concerning imperialism took

above the power of equipment were of little avail. The Blue

place. Security in the matter of inter-oceanic commerce would

Cross would have the equipment and this made the Blue Cross

of course stimulate rather than retard the development of back-

plan paramount.

ward or undeveloped countries. More than ever would men leave

LIMITATION OF SOVEREIGNTY

their homelands to engage in enterprise abroad. But need men
Discussions of the Blue Cross committee were made generally
intent upon making productive the waste places of the earth

dream only of returning home to enjoy the fruits of their labors?
Did they owe allegiance solely to the land of their birth, and none
to the land which gave them their sustenance? Should they not

[14]

known among the delegates to the Conference, who were now
making excellent progress towards solving their previous disagreements. The much talked-of and much sought-after formula for

"limitation of sovereignty" had been found. Pertaining to the
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sealanes, it would be applied to all nations on an equitable basis
and entail no hardships to any. The idea of an International Court
of Justice to settle disputes between nations now received

rebates to countries aot participating in the manufacture of new
equipment at the expense of the former.

BLUE CROSS DOLLAR EXCHANGÿE

enthusiastic acclaim since cooperation between the Court and the

Many questions were raised as to the future stability in the

directors of the Blue Cross Corporation was considered a foregone

principal world markets of the Corporation's currency, the Blue

conclusion.

Cross dollar. Only a surplus or a shortage of these dollars could

FREIGHT REBATES
SHIPS AND PLANES

upset its stable value. The Committee argued that bankers would
take into account the tangible assets and solid organization behind

Our orator statesman remained a dominant factor in making

the Corporation's currency. They would not mind keeping Blue

his Blue Cross plan a reality. Before various committees he an-

Cross dollars in their vaults. One of the vital services to mankind,

swered dozens of questions and his recommendations remained

the service of inter-oceanic travel and transportation could be

invaluable. One of his suggestions pertained to the building of new
ships and planes. What nations were to benefit and was there to

be competitive bidding on contracts? The Committee felt that
in order to be assured of economy in the purchase of equipment

purchased only in Blue Cross dollars and their value in the world's
market would be secured by their demand. The naming of freight
rates giving the Corporation a powerful lever of control over the
return of these dollars into its treasury would in itself tend to

the Corporation should have the right to call for competitive bids
stabilize the Corporation's currency.
among all nations. Certain successful bidders would receive construction awards and others would not. Consequently certain

nations would benefit by ship and plane building. Other nations
would not receive such benefits and yet the freights paid on their
imports and exports were a part of the revenue of the Corporation

which enabled it to buy new ships and planes.
Our statesman solved this inconsistency by suggesting that the
Corporation declare annually a freight rebate representing a percentage of its total income from services rendered. Individual

shippers or consignees would not receive any rebate which would
be paid instead to the various national governments on an equitable

basis. This basis would take into account benefits to nations
engaged in construction work for the Corporation, by increasing

[16]

Only when payments were made for large amounts of equip-

ment might there be a surplus. To prevent this the Corporation
was authorized to issue interest-bearing bonds. These bonds were

redeemable at the option of the holder in either Blue Cross dollars
or at fixed exchange rates in the currencies of several countries.

They turned out to be excellent investments and were largely
redeemed in Blue Cross dollars because their current rate was

generally higher than the one prescribed in the bonds. A shortage
of Blue Cross dollars was not at any time anticipated because it
could be so easily remedied by buying new equipment, by calling
bonds or by retarding amortizations and reducing freight rates
correspondingly.

[17]

OPPOSITION
As the work in committee progressed it was not surprising
that opposition developed. Three distinct groups,--owners of
existing steamship and airtransport companies, underwriters of
marine risks, and large producers of raw materials in remote parts

of the world desiring to maintain their grip on distribution by
using their own transport services, seemed more interested in

hampering than in helping the Blue Cross plan.
Experience had taught them that without the assurance of a

lasting peace their enterprises were hardly worth rebuilding. This

OF SPECIAL INTEREST
TO TIlE UNITED STATES
In the United States an additional circumstance speeded the
success of the Blue Cross plan. During the war the American
transoceanic air fleet as well as the Navy had been greatly ex-

panded. Thousands of young men who before the war had never
thought of making flying or going to sea their career, now were
eager to man the Blue Cross fleet. They saw the stability of such
a career, the chances for promotion, the high standards the Blue
Cross would adopt in order to become truly a body of internationalists. America had never had a fair share of the world's

in itself seemed a conclusive argument in favor of the plan. More-

shipping business. Standards of pay had been too low to attract

over they were assured by the American member of the Com-

the American youth. All this would be changed.

mittee that unless the plan was accepted the United States Mer-

chant Marine would never allow itself to be driven again from the

SUCCESS OF THE PEACE CONFERENCE
Its work almost done, the Peace Conference drew to a close.

seas by foreign competitors. The United States could not afford

Where national ambitions were not fully realized it was felt that

to have its economic life ripped out of gear again under the

the future would solve existing problems and show forth more

pressure of building a fleet during a war emergency.

enlightened ways. The main object, the guarantee that never again

The prospects of unrestricted competition among steamship
companies supported by their national governments and the

would the world be torn apart by a global war, had been achieved
by the Blue Cross plan.

added uncertain aspect of plane competition were factors which

When the Conference adjourned, the International Court

could not be disregarded. The opposition to the Blue Cross plan

of Justice as an impartial body to study and advise on matters of

gradually diminished and ceased when assurances were given that

nationally inter-related economic questions and the Blue Cross

no one would suffer confiscation and experienced employees

Corporation to dominate the seven seas, had become living realities.

would find better opportunities within the Blue Cross organiza-

A final resolution of the Conference provided that representatives

tion than they had ever dreamed of before.

of all nations should meet again five years hence to review ac-

The public's clamor for tax relief was overwhelming. The

complishments of both the Court of Justice and the Blue Cross

World Press was on the public's side and after a while nothing

Corporation and to make such amendments to the Blue Cross

could interfere with the execution of the plan.

Charter as experience might dictate.

